We present a general framework for termination proofs for Higher-Order Rewrite Systems. The method is tailor-made for having simple proofs showing the termination of enriched -calculi.
Given a category A and an object X 2jAj,thecomma category A#X has as objects pairs (Y f), such that Y 2jAj and f 2A(Y X), and a morphism m 2 (A#X)((Y g) (Z h)) is a morphism m 2A(Y Z) such that h m = g. There is a forgetful functor U : A#X !Ade ned as U(X f)=X and U(m)=m. Dually, X #Ais de ned as (A op # X) op .
A monad in a catecory A is a triple (T )whereT : A!Ais a functor and : T(T( )) ! T( ) and : ! T( ) are natural transformations satisfying = id and = T( ) .Given such a monad, the category A T of T-algebras has as objects pairs (X f), such that X 2jAj, f 2A(T (X) X), f = f T (f)andf = id a morphism g 2A T 
Semantics
For proving termination in a semantical setting, wewanttointerpret types by (partially) wellordered sets. Tomake this general enough to cater for typed rewrite systems with non-elementary types like products, coproducts, or function types, wehavetodevelop something like a domain theory for well-orderings.
De nition1. A partially well-ordered set is an ARS A =(A > A )such that A j = SN and that > A is transitive. Convention: we shall write A for the re exive closure of > A on A.I f A is a total order, we call A a well-ordered set. Composition and identities: as in Set, the category of sets. We write TWO for the full subcategory of WO that only contains well-ordered sets.
Suppose weha veanenriched -calculus with non-elementary types suchas ! , , etc. To nd well-ordered structures (objects in WO) for these composite types means to nd the corresponding endofunctors on WO. Notice that WO has no terminal object. With a terminal object one can express constant functions (those that factor through the terminal object), but constant functions do not preserve strict orders suchasany (non-empty) well-order > in WO. On rst view, one might think that the multiplication functors di er only in minor details, but these details are quite signi cant. Writing bold numbers for the objects corresponding to ordinals in WO wehave for example: 3 u7 3, 3 7 21,and3 7 9. Here, A is used to mean that there are morphisms f -A g -.S ow echaracterise an object A 2jWOj
by the longest chains it includes.
Proposition5. (WO 1) is a symmetric monoidal category, where 1 =(f0g ). Wealsohavesuch results for the categorical product and for the ordinal product, but each with one restriction. The categorical product is associativeandcommutative (modulo isomorphisms), but it lacks a neutral element, essentially because of the Burali-Forti paradox. The ordinal product is associative and has a neutral element, but it cannot be symmetric as there is no isomorphism (monotonic bijection) between ! 2 and 2 !. 
Wehave to slightly amend this de nition in case A is the emptyset: > )B = ,theempty relation is SN. If A is non-empty, it has an element a 2 A, and each in nite chain f 1 > A)B f 2 > A)B :::
can be mapped to an in nite chain f 1 (a) > B f 2 (a) > B ::: in B. On morphisms, weha veas usual (f ) g)(h)=g h f. Checking the adjunction properties is routine. u t
Apart from (ordinal) addition and multiplication, we can also de ne a corresponding (ordinal) exponentiation. This is only de ned for totally well-ordered sets. Similarly, f and g cannot map non-? elements to ?, because they are monotonic. That F(f g) is monotonic follows easily from the fact that we inherit the order from F(A B).
Ordinals
The functors described so far allow to construct new (partially) well-ordered sets from given ones. For termination proofs, it is useful to have an arithmetic and logic for well-orderings available. The obvious choice is ordinal arithmetic. These are the so-called \von Neumann ordinals " 7] . In the following, I identify 0, 1, 2, etc. with their corresponding ordinal, ! is used for the ordinal corresponding to the set of natural numbers.
The functor I called \ordinal addition" is not quite ordinal addition in the usual sense, because wewould need to postcompose it with a functor TYPE that maps partially well-ordered sets to their order type (the corresponding ordinal). We can do that by the following principle:
De nition10. Given an endofunctor F : TWO ! TWO, we de ne a corresponding function bFc on the class of ordinals as follows: for any ordinals and , bFc( ) is the unique ordinal such that there is an isomorphism F( ) = .
If no confusion arises, I shall write F( ) instead of bFc( ), i.e. if it is clear from the context that and/or are ordinals and not objects in TWO. A more traditional notation for bFinc( )is ( ) , i.e. ordinal exponentiation.
There is an intuitive understanding of Fin( ). Each element in the carrier set can be seen as the (unique) representation of an ordinal to base ,such that the domain of the nite map gives the exponents, and the range the coe cients. This also explains the exclusion of bottom (= 0) coe cients, and the use of lexicographic ordering, because \exponents matter more than coe cients".
De nition11. Given an ordinal ,we de ne a map # : Fin( !) Fin( !) ! Fin( !) as follows: M#N = f(a m + n) j (a m) 2 M^(a n) 2 Ng f(a m) 2 M j:9n:(a n) 2 Ng f(a n) 2 N j:9m:(a m) 2 Mg
Intuitively, # does the following: it takes the representation of two ordinals to the base ! (the so-called \Cantorian normal form") and then adds the coe cients pointwise. Since addition is closed on natural numbers (and the coe cients happen to be natural numbers here), the result M#N is still in Fin( !), i.e. we do not havetoworry about carries. It is easy to see that is associative, commutative, and has a neutral element (the empty map). This form of addition 
= .
The relevance of indecomposable 1 ordinals to this paper is that they can be understood as algebras for ordinal addition (and also natural sum), i.e. their elements are closed under ordinal addition. Indecomposable ordinals (greater than 0) are exactly those of the form ! ( ) for some ordinal . This propertyi sv ery closely related to the mentioned properties of #. Indecomposabilityof is su cient and necessary for the existence of a morphism from to , for the latter case see lemma 15 in 2]. Proposition 14. Let beanindecomposable ordinal. Then ( # 0) is a monoid in WO, where # is natural sum and 0:1 ! is the function that maps the element of 1 to 0.
Type-casting Ordinals
For concrete termination proofs it is useful to have\type-conversion functions" that can translate values of anytype into ordinals and back. In particular, if wehave erasing rewrite rules, i.e. rules in whichsomevariables only occur on the left-hand side, then the presence of type-conversion functions in the semantics makes it easier to give a semantic interpretation for the symbols. This will become quite clear in our application example.
De nition15. Let A be a category and X 2jAj.W e de ne the category A X as follows: A X is the comma-category X #A#X.T h us, an object in A X is an object Z in A, In particular, we are interested in categories like WO where is an ordinal. In this case, the maps z and z convert ordinals less than into elements of Z and back the required equation z z = id is another wayofsaying that decoding is the inverse of encoding. It is not required that the converse is true in particular, an object Z may not be totally ordered although is. Proposition16 . By 
morphisms, we just de ne F 0 (f)=F(f). We can extend the notion of retractablity to bifunctors in an obvious way.
Theorem 19. Let A be a monoidal closedcategory with binary products and coproducts.
1. Categorical product u and coproduct t areretractable at any X:
-is a retraction for the product the coproduct is dual.
2. If (X 0) is a monoid in A then the tensor product is retractable at X. X = I X 0 id -X X -X is a retraction by the coherencepr operties of a monoid. , is the identity because (X 0) is a monoid. u t Taking A = WO it follows that and ) are retractable at indecomposable ordinals, being the natural sum. Ordinal addition, multiplication and exponentiation are typically not retractable, except in trivial cases.
-addition everywhere
Type conversions are in general not quite good enough to deal with erasing rewrite rules: they allows us to take an element a of type and an element b of type , map both to some ordinal, add them and map them to anytype we wish. But wedonot get the following: ( (a)# (b)) a. This is needed to handle erasing rules which are also collapsing. The solution to this problem is to nd some addition operation that directly operates on . Proposition20. Let A be a monoidal category and (X 0) be a monoid in A and let T be the representation monad of this monoid. Then (X ) 2jA T j.
Although the observation in proposition 20 is rather trivial, it is important for the whole method. We can interpret \atomic" types by and leavetheinterpretation of composite types to functors on WO M , supporting collapsing rules of composite types.
Tomaintain the existence of a -operation with nice algebraic properties wehavetomake the functors weareinterested in operate on WO M . Proposition22. If F is T-distributive then it can beliftedtoA T .
Wecannowcheck whether the retractable functors wehave so far, i.e. product, coproduct, symmetric multiplication, and arrow, are M-distributive or not. Lemma 23. Let A beacategory with binary products u .L et T =(T ) be a monad on A. Then u X is T-distributive if (X ) 2jA T j.
Proof. We can de ne as hT ( 1 ) Proof. Because A is symmetric monoidal closed, the functor X has a rightadjoint which implies that it preserves colimits. Hence weha ve a natural isomorphism : X ( t Z) = (X ) t (X Z) given by = ap s (id cur(i 1 s) cur(i 2 s)]) (where i 1 and i 2 are the coproduct injections and s is the symmetry isomorphism) and weget =(id t ) .Checking the equations for is routine. u t Lemma 25. Let A be a monoidal category, X a monoid in A and T the representation monad of X. Then the functor Y is T-distributive. Lemma 26. Let Wedonothave the space to show that the given retractions (at monoids) for the functors u , t , , and ) are indeed morphisms in A T ,forany symmetric monoidal closed A with representation monad T | this result should not be too surprising since they are entirely built out of coherence maps. Putting these results together, wehave the following recipe for interpreting types by partially well-ordered sets:
Theorem 29. Let be an indecomposable ordinal. For any object A 2 WO, which we can build from applying the functors u, t, ,and) in arbitrary order to , we have:
1. Thereare morphisms a -A a -such that a a = id .
2. For any other object B built this way, we have a morphism A 0 -B.
We have a morphism
A -A such that 0 x = x and m (n x)=(m n) x. 4 . The conversions A 0 -B preserve addition, i.e. 0(n x)=n 0(x).
Proof. This is just a summary of some of the results above.
u t
Moreover, we can extend this result to other endofunctors on WO,provided they are retractable at ,theyareM-distributive and their retraction maps are WO M -homomorphisms. 
Term, Types, and Their Interpretations
Instead of allowing non-monotonic functions in the semantic domain, we sacri ce the other mentioned objective and allow -equivalent terms to have di erentsemantic interpretations.
Toi n terpret types and terms in WO (or WO M ), we shall give some functions from sets of types or terms into jWOj or S jWOj, respectively. The notation S jWOj is shorthand for S fs j (s >) 2jWOjg similarly for WO M ,we suppress the application of the forgetful functor U : WO M ! Set. Since the domain of the mentioned functions is always a set, their graph is a set as well and so we shall not worry about foundational issues.
De nition30. Given a set of base types B we de ne the set of types over B, Typ(B) , as the smallest set of words over the alphabet f! ( )g]B satisfying:
2.
2 Typ ) ( ! ) 2 Typ(B) Typ(B) comprises the types of ! . As usual, we drop many parentheses and take ! to be right-associative. Having only one type constructor for non-base types re ects the meta-level we are dealing with, i.e. ! . This does not prevent us from giving base types an internal structure re ecting the type structure wewant on the object-level. De nition32. An HRS-signature is a tuple (B S C), where B is a set, S asetofsymbols, and C : S!Typ(B) is a function assigning types to symbols. x= 2 ; ; fx : g`x :
;`c : C(c) ;`t : ! ;`u :
;`(tu):
; fx : g`t : x= 2 ;
;`( x : :t): ! Figure 2 : The type system ! Independently from particular signatures, we assume the existence of a countably in nite set of variables, called V. In the following, we shall usually suppress the signature =(B S C) and the interpretation of base types b,i.e.we assume a xed and b unless otherwise stated.
De nition33. A preterm is a -term with variables taken from V and constants taken from S.We require abstractions to be in Church-style 1], i.e. an abstraction has the form ( x : :t), where x is a variable, 2 Typ(B), and t is a preterm. We write for the set of all preterms.
Given a preterm t,we write t# for the -normal form of t if it exists. Preterms are just untyped -terms with type annotations for abstractions. They mayormay not be well-typed in some type system. To see that this de nition is well-formed observe the following properties of semantic interpretation of types and judgements: ! is monotonic we get the required result.
The chosen interpretation for -abstraction may look a bit peculiar, because (as advertised) it does not have the property that -convertible terms have equal interpretations. Therefore, -reduction is only of limited use for the meta-level of rewriting. The condition that is a base type does not restrict the expressivepower as wecanalways -expand rules by adding fresh variables to the context. The reason for using a context rather than -abstractions is the interpretation wehavechosen for abstractions.
De nition49. An HRS is a pair ( R) where is a signature and R a set of rules over . An HRS is associated with an ARS. The elements of this ARS are (derivable) judgements in -normal form and the relation is given by the following notion of rule application. The above notion gives a more or less canonical de nition of HRS reduction it is slightly more general than the de nitions in the literature 11, 8] as it supports reduction with more than one rule at a time. The reason for requiring properness is the following proposition:
Proposition51. Let J be judgement in ! and (# l # r ) be a rule application which is not proper. Then J #l # = J #r #. Therefore we need properness to give ! R achance to be terminating. Anyapproachattempting to reason about termination of HRS reduction has to make similar restrictions in the de nition of its reduction relation ! R .
It is often convenient to assume that a rule application only instantiates one rule at one particular position in a term. We can de ne this as follows: 
Conclusion and further work
Wehave presented another semantic approach to termination proofs for higher-order term rewriting systems. The application of the method is fairly simple and one does not have to understand why the method works to apply it to an example. In particular, wehaveanumber of criteria that allow us to deal with parametric types: any functor that is \retractable" at certain ordinals and \M-distributive" is a candidate for the interpretation of parametric types.
Another generalisation of previous work by Gandy 3]a n dv an de Pol 8]i st oc o n s i d e r arbitrary ordinals rather than just the natural numbers. This is signi cant because several algebraic properties of natural sum do not generalise beyond natural numbers.
The method as presented here does not apply to dependentt ypes, e.g. to show termination of the calculus of constructions. The main (and only) di culty is that functors only correpond to parametric types, but not to dependentt ypes. Thus one has to use a more sophisticated semantic construct than functors to mirror the dependency of the syntax.
